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We investigate the simultaneous uniformly holomorphic continuation of the 
uniformly holomorphic functions defined in a domain spread of uniform type, 
(A’, cp), over a locally convex Hausdorff space E. We construct the envelope of 
uniform holomorphy of (A’, cp) with an analogous method of the results of 
M. Schottenloher (Portugal. Math. 33 (1974)). Finally, we use this construction to 
the problem of extending uniformly holomorphic maps f: (A’, q) + F, with values in 
a complete locally convex space to the envelope of uniform holomorphy of X. 
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1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINAIRES 
Throughout this paper, let E, F, denote complex Hausdorff locally con- 
vex spaces and let es(E) denote the set of all continuous seminorms on E. If 
cx~cs(E), let (E, CZ) denote the space E endowed with the topology 
generated by c( and by E, the normed space associated to (E, a). If Q is an 
open subset of E, we denote by X(Q) the space of all holomorphic 
functions on Q. 
1.1. DEFINITION. An open set U in E is said to be uniformly open if 
there exists a E es(E) such that U is open in (E, a). Let I, denote the set of 
all such tl E es(E). We remark that I, is a directed subset of es(E) and 
generates the topology of E. 
We refer to Nachbin [4] for examples of uniformly open sets. 
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1.2. DEFINITION. The pair (X, q) is said to be a domain spread over E, 
if X # @ is a Haudorff space and cp :X --t E is a local homeomorphism. 
Instead of (X, cp) we often write X. Given x’ c X, we will write 
x’ - cp(X’) to indicate that x’ is homeomorphic to cp(X’) under cp lx’. 
1.3. DEFINITION. The domain spread (X, cp) over E is said to be a 
domain spread of uniform type if there exists CI E es(E) such that, for each 
x E X, there exists a neighborhood V’(x) of x, such that V(x) - p( V’(x)) and 
cp( P’(x)) is open in (E, a). Let I, denote the set of all such c( ~cs(E). 
If XEZ,, let (X, c() denote the set X endowed with the topology 
generated by the V(x) as in the preceding definition, and by X, the 
Hausdorff space associated with (X, CC). We remark that for each c( E I,, X, 
is a domain spread over E,. We denote by I, : X+ X, the canonical map- 
ping. 
We refer to Noverraz [6] for the definition and basic properties of 
holomorphic mappings on domain spread over E, into F. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Let X be a domain spread of uniform type over E and 
F be a locally convex space. A holomorphic mappingf: X+ F is said to be 
uniformly holomorphic if for every Bets(F), there exist a E I, and a 
holomorphic mapping f, E X(X,, Fp) such that i,{ of=f, 0 I,, where 
i,{ :F + F,j denotes the canonical mapping. 
We denote by X,(X; F) the vector space of all uniformly holomorphic 
mappings on X into F, and XU(X; C) by .zU(X). 
1.5. Remark. If E= X(C) with the compact-open topology, Nachbin 
in [4] shows that if the function f is defined by f(q) = cp(cp(O)), for cp E E, 
then f~ X(E), but f $ Xu(E). 
1.6. Remark. If E= FC where F is a separable Frechet, i.e., the dual of 
F, endowed with the topology of compact convergence, then every open set 
in E is uniformly open (Mujica [3]), every domain spread (X, rp) over E is 
a domain spread of uniform type and ,fU(X) = S’(X). 
Proof: By hypothesis, for each x in X, there exists a neighborhood 
V(x) - cp( P’(x)). (We may suppose cp( V(x)) absolutely convex). Since q(X) 
is Lindelof and q(X) = lJ {q( V(x)); XEX} we can write q(X) = 
U {cp( V(x,)); m = 1, 2, 3,...}. Let p, be the Minkowski functional of 
cp( V(x,)), for each m. By Mujica [3], there exist a sequence (2,) of strictly 
positive numbers and M: E es(E) such that /I, < J.,cI, for each m. Then each 
cp( V(x,)) is open in (E, a), Now, since for each x E X, q(x) E cp( V(x,)) for 
some m, we conclude that X is a domain spread of uniform type over E. 
Now, let f E X(X). As above, there exists SC ~cs(E) such that for each 
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XE X, XE V(s,,,) - cp( V(x,,,)), for some xnz, with cp( V(x,,)) open in (E, X) 
and exists ,f‘, E T?((P( V(.V,~))) such that ,/‘=J’, ‘1 cp. By Mujica [3], ,f‘, is 
holomorphic in q( V(.u,,,)), when (,v( V(x,,,)) is regarded as an open set in 
(E, x). Hence ,f‘~ &,(X). 1 
1.7. DEFINITION. Let (X, cp) and (Y, II/) be domains spread over E. 
A mapping j: X + Y is called a morphism if ,j is continuous and $. j = cp. 
1.8. DEFINITION. Let (X, cp) and ( Y, $) be connected domains spread of 
uniform type over E, and let A be a family of uniformly holomorphic 
functions on X. 
(1) A morphism j: X+ Y is said to be simultaneous uniformly 
holomorphic continuation (s.u.h.c.) of A, if each ,f‘~ A, factors uniformly 
holomorphically through j, that is, there exists ,PE Syi”,( Y), such that ,fn,j =.f: 
(2) A s.u.h.c.j: X-+ Y of A is said to be maximal if it factors through 
every s.u.h.c. of A as a morphism. If ,j: X+ 4,(X) is a maximal s.u.h.c. of 
-x,(X), it is unique by isomorphism, and 8,,(X) is called the envelope of 
uniform holomorphy of X. 
(3) X is said to be a domain of u-holomorphy if every s.u.h.c. of 
XJX) is an isomorphism of domains. 
Let (X, cp) be a domain spread over E. For each tl E es(E), x E X, we 
define 
d’,(.u)=sup{r>O; thereis VcX,such thatxe V, V-B”,(cp(x),v)}u (0) 
(where B;(z, r) denotes the “x-ball” in (E, a) with center z and radius r). 
If d”,(x) > 0, then for each YE (0, d”,(x)], let B;(x, r) denote the com- 
ponent of cp ‘(B”,(cp(x), r)), which contains the point x. Finally, we define 
d”,(W) = inf{ d”,(x); x E W}, f or WcX and W;=U{B”,(x,r); XEW}, if 
r E (0, d”,( WI. 
1.9. DEFINITION. An open countable covering 9” of X is said to be an 
admissible covering of X if: 
a) for all VE “Y‘, there exist CI E U(E), s > 0 and WE V such that 
d”,(V)>s and V;C W. 
b) V, u V, E T“, for every V,, V, E V. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ENVELOPE OF UNIFORM HOLOMORPHY 
OF A DOMAIN SPREAD OF UNIFORM TYPE 
Let (X, cp) be a connected domain spread of uniform type over E and I, 
be as in Definition 1.3. 
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For each CI E IX, let VX be an admissible covering of X, and let 
VX={V”; V=Z,‘(V,), V,E”t,}. 
Since X= I; ‘(X,) we have that P is an admissible covering of A’. 
Now, if we define A I 1 = {f, E X(X,); 11 f, /I c., < CC, VV, E $L$ and A V = 
{feX(X); ljf IIc-<co, VVEV”) we have that, if fr~AI,, then 
.f =.f, 0 I, E A t = and conversely. By Schottenloher [9], X(X,) = U { A f z; 
?‘i ~g%f, where gU is the set of all admissible coverings of X,. Hence, 
,yt”,(W= U(4 z; PEP and CYE I,}, where 53’ is the set of all admissible 
coverings of X, such that +; E a5,. 
On A 5 z we consider the topology of the uniform convergence on the sets 
V”, and we have that A, 1 is a Frechet space. Then we consider &(A’) 
endowed with the inductive limit topology of the system (‘4 1 z, I ^2 Eaz, 
U.EZ,). 
To construct the envelope of uniform holomorphy of A’ we start to 
construct the maximal s.u.h.c. of A 1 x via the spectrum ,V( A I ,) of A f I, for 
each 3 “’ E .g”. 
Let ,,~(X,~-‘“)=(h:A,.ucp**E’~@;hIA,.~,’P(A,~)iscontinuous 
and h c: ‘p* : E’ 3 p -+ h(p 0 cp) is weakly continuous}. 
Evidently 8= {a; x E X} c .AY(X, Y ‘“)) (a is the evaluation map). Each 
h E A!(X, V”) defines a vector q 1 ,h E E such that p(q, z/t) = h(po cp), for 
every ,U E E’, since h ~1 ‘p* is weakly continuous. ,&‘(A’, ‘# ‘“) can be endowed 
with a Hausdorff topology so that q ,,:.K(X,~.“)3h~q,~~hEEisalocal 
homeomorphism: 
Given h E A(X, V”), there exists V” E -P such that / h(f )I < II ,f II p, for 
all fEA, ?. Let s > 0 and W” be as in 1.9(a). For a E B;.(O, s), we put 
uf)=w&") for ,fe A, x. (*I 
We know that (*) converges and 
I kz(f)l G II .f II w for all ,fE A, 1 and CI E B”,(O, s). (**) 
Then h, is continuous and belongs to Y(A, r). If we define h,(p 0 cp) = 
p(q$ Jr) +,~(a), for PEE’, we have that h, belongs to A-Q’(X, q*‘“). 
Now, let M be the filter of open neighborhoods of 0 in E. To define a 
topology on Az’(X, V”) we define a neighborhood base filter at each h in 
A@‘(X, V‘“) of the form: 
,+‘(h) = {N(h, W) = {h,, a E W}, where V” and s are as above 
and WE.~‘, WC II;-(0, s)>. 
It is easy to see that the topology defined by the neighborhood base 
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..t^(h) is a Hausdorff topology on .d(X, % “) and that qr I is a local 
homeomorphism. 
Furthermore, (,M(X, % ‘“), q, z) is a domain spread of uniform type over 
E. In fact, for each h~.,fl(X, % ‘“), there is s>O as above, such that for 
s, <s, we have N(h, &(O, s,))-q, ,(N(h, &JO, s,)) which is an open set in 
(-6 ~1. 
Moreover, j’: XZI x + A? E JY(X, Y”) is a morphism. For every J‘E A I I, 
the function f’: .&!(X, V”) 3h + hi C is G-analytic and by (**) is 
continuous. Furthermore (**) gives that p’ E Z;( .)fl(X, %““)). 
Now, let 6$(X, %‘“) denote the component of .&(X, V”) which contains 
j”(X) = .? Until now we have established that jz : X + C&(X, %*‘) is a s.u.h.c. 
of A, I. Since A, 1 is Frechet, we have by Schottenloher [9] that j’: X+ 
C;(X, 9”“) is the maximal s.u.h.c. of A, 1. 
We remark that ,jz: X, 3 X, -+ (-<), E &(X, % ‘“) is a simultaneous 
holomorphic continuation of A I 1. 
Let g = { % admissible covering of X, such that there exist c1 E I, and 
II‘” E P with %“ = %“” ) and let I &Y(X) c Y(<q,(X)) denote the set of all 
h E ,V( .eu”,( X)) satisfying: 
(a) hlA, u~~*E’ECL;“,(X, d’), for every %‘E&, 
(b) for each CXEI,~, infjd8,,, ,(!I), YE&} >O. 
For each h~,/g(X) and CCEZ,, let N(h,r,)= {k~,,d(X); kg 
4&Y f ) (h, rz), V%‘E~}, where 0 < rl < inf{eu,,,, ,(h); Y‘E~}. The family 
of all such sets, for h E c&‘(X), is a base of a Hausdorff topology on ~ &Y(X), 
such that q: &‘(X)3h -+ q(h) = q, z(h)~ E (independs of c( and % ‘“) is a 
local homeomorphism. Furthermore (&Z’(X), q) is a domain spread of 
uniform type over E, since given h E C&‘(X), there is N(h, Y,) - q(N(h, v,)) = 
q(h) + Bi.(O, rz), which is an open set in (E, a). We remark that I L,Cx, = Ix. 
Given ,f~ ,;ci”,(X) there exist c( E I, and % “ E .d” such that f~ A V ,. Again, 
the extension ,r is given by ,r: I g(X) 3 h + h(J) E C and we have that ,% is 
G-analytic and is bounded in N(h, rz), where r, < inf{dzu,,, ,(A), ^I. E ,3?}. 
Therefore TE Xu( %4’( X)). 
Let J?,,(X) denote the component of .4!(X) which contains d. 
2.1. THEOREM. [f X is a connected domain spread of‘ uniform type over E, 
then j,: X3 .Y + ,G E &(X) is the envelope of uniform holomorphy of X. 
ProojY If follows from the fact that H;(X) = U 1 Ed A I and that each 
&,,(X, %-“), CIEZ~, is the maximal s.u.h.c. of A, I.j 
2.2. Remark. 6JX) is a domain of u-holomorphy. 
2.3. Remark. We can also to prove that for each cx E I,, j:: X, 3 .Y, -+ 
(i), E F;(X), is a simultaneous holomorphic continuation of X(X,). Then if 
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J,: X, -+ 8(X,) is the envelope of holomorphy of X,, there exists a 
morphism j; : &U(X), + &‘(X,) such that .I, =j; oji. 
2.4. Remark. If X is a domain spread over E = FC (F: Frechet 
separable), then JCJX) = 6’(X). 
To conclude this paper we apply the above construction to obtain the 
uniformly holomorphic continuation of uniformly holomorphic mappings 
with values in a complete locally convex space. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let (X, cp) he a domain spread of uniform type over E and 
F be a complete locally convex space. Then every uniformly holomorphic 
mapping cp : X + F has a uniformly holomorphic continuation, @ : &U(X) --) F 
such that cp = 4 0 j,. 
Proof: Since cp :X -+ F is uniformly holomorphic, for every /3 E es(F), 
there exist XEI, and q,P~X’(X,;~D) such that i,,ocp=cp,floI,. 
(Zs:X-+Xz, i,,: F-+fifl, and FP is the completion of Fp.) By the 
Theorem 7.8 of Schottenloher [9], (P,~ has a holomorphic continuation 
qz8: 8(X,) + FP such that ‘pXB = $,,j~JX, where J,: X, -+6(X,) is the 
envelope of holomorphy of X,. 
By Remark 2.3, there are two morphisms jk: &U(X), + 8(X,) and 
ji: A’, + &,(A’), such that J,: j;o$. 
Let us define +,EA#‘(&(X),; F,,) by ~J~=@+oj; and $P=@znIz, where 
IX : C$(X) -+ &,(A’), denotes the canonical mapping. 
Since $,j independs of the choice of c(, and F is a complete space, we 
define $J : &(A’) 3 h -+ ( QB(h)),{ E F. 
Then i,]” @ = 4z 0 Ii, i.e., $J E XU(EU(X); F) and we have that @ ~j, = cp. ( 
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